CALL FOR PAPERS-ACM ’76
OCTOBER 20-22, 1976...

HOUSTON

Our 1976 Annual Conference will be held October 20 – 22 in Houston. We feel that it will be one of the most relevant ACM conferences ever held, both for the practicing professional and the researcher. The conference facilities in downtown Houston’s Regency Hyatt House will be outstanding. You will find that ACM ’76 will be a place where you can enjoy yourself, renew old acquaintances, make some new ones, and participate in a serious technical discussion of the problems and potential of our industry. Plan to attend.

Olin Johnson
General Chairman, ACM ’76

You are invited to submit a paper on any aspect of computer research, development, or implementation. High quality papers of a theoretical, state-of-the-art or tutorial nature are welcome. The technical program for ACM ’76 will again be organized around the ACM Special Interest Groups, although additional sessions will be provided for papers of general interest or those not related to any SIG.

Papers must not have been previously presented or published; they should not exceed 10 published pages, including a 100-word abstract, bibliography, and illustrations; and they must be received in four copies by March 1, 1976. All papers will be refereed either by the SIG’s or by reviewers selected by the Technical Program Committee. Notification of acceptance will be made by May 1. If you intend to submit a paper, and we sincerely hope that you do, please send in the coupon below. If you have an idea for a good session or some other technical program idea, please do the same or start promoting your idea in your SIG — but do it now! Be a part of the spirit of ACM ’76!

about the conference

about the technical program

ACM

Be a part of the “Spirit of ACM ’76”

ASSOCIATION for COMPUTING MACHINERY
1976 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Roger W. Elliott
Technical Program Chairman, ACM ’76
Department of Industrial Engineering
Texas A & M University
College Station, Texas 77843  (713) 845-5531

Name ________________________ Phone ________________________
Address ________________________ State ________________________ Zip ________________________
☐ I intend to submit a technical paper.
☐ I am enclosing a technical program suggestion.
☐ I would like to discuss an idea for the technical program.

Tentative title ________________________ SIG (optional)

November 1975